
Centennial School 

Gym Shoe Requirements 
 

As parents and children prepare for school toward the end of the summer, here are a few tips 

about suitable shoes for your children for school use: 

 Slip-on and zip-up shoes end up being unsuitable because after a few days of wear they 

become too loose to stay on the child’s feet.  The shoes then keep slipping off during 

activity, causing frustration for the child and becoming a hazard for others. 

 Skateboard shoes are not made for running, jumping, and other impact activities.  They are 

very heavy, and have a very inflexible sole, causing improper running technique.  They are 

also difficult for children to tie up properly. 

 Shoes with a sole higher than 3 cm are not suitable for gym use.  They present a safety 

hazard due to children going over on the side and spraining their ankles. 

 Running shoes are best for all the activities that require running, jumping, & other types of 

impact. 

 Look for shoes that have a flexible non-marking sole, have good ankle and heel support, 

and have velcro closures or cotton laces.  Round nylon laces are very difficult for children 

to keep tied up. 

 Remember to teach your child to tie laces, and give them lots of opportunities to practice.  

This will keep them safer during activity and will avoid the frustration of continually stopping 

during activity to retie laces. 

Enjoy all that summer has to offer, and stay active and safe! 

 

Music Requirements 
 

All students from Grade 3-6 will require recorders for the 2018-2019 school year 
 

 School Quality Recorders are available for purchase through the school at the cost of $10. 

(includes, a new recorder, cleaning rod, and case.) 

This is payable at your child’s smooth start conference.  

 

 If your child already has a SCHOOL QUALITY recorder please bring it in with their supplies. 
o Please do not send recorders that have not been purchased at a specialty music store. 

 

 If you are unable to purchase a recorder, we can provide a used/sterilized one for the 

school year at no cost. 

 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Have a great summer! 

Kerry Hanstead 

khanstead@sunrisesd.ca 


